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FRIDAY

7:30 – 11:30  Registration; Breakfast available, McKenna Atrium

8:30 – 9:45  Featured speaker: Three Ways that Rapid Global Warming Increases Violence; Craig Anderson; Auditorium

9:45 – 10  Break

10 – 10:30  Papers. Room 104:
A Pilot Study of the EMPOWER Workshop Component of the Cows for Peace Program in Rwanda; Jordan D. Snyder; Christophe Mbonyingabo, Grace Karekezi, Ezer Kang

Forgiving, Reconciling and Peace: Theory, Research, and Data from Syrian War Refugees; Raymond F. Paloutzian; Zeynep Sagir

Papers. Room 100:
Growing Up in Post-Accord Belfast: Examining the Political Climate as a Moderator Between Community Violence and Adolescents’ Emotional Security; Dana Townsend; Laura K. Taylor, Christine E. Merrilees, Andrea Furey, Marcie Goeke-Morey, Peter Shirlow, E. Mark Cummings

Conflicted Youth: Conceal or Reveal? Self-Concealment Predicts Adolescent Self-Disclosure; Kathryn M. Lance; Dawn M. Gondoli

Papers. Room 102:
Project WAYNA—Pedagogical Tool for Living Together; Sebastian Amaral; Marcelo Trivelli

Effects of a Peace Education Program on Aggression, Well-Being, and Peacefulness of Adolescents in Iran; Zahra Khayer; Maryam Esmaili, Noushin Basiri, Linden Nelson

NOTE: Student/Early Career Connections meeting area will be in Room 106, from 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on Friday and Saturday and from 7:30 a.m. to noon on Sunday.
10 – 11:30  Symposium: Intimate Partner Violence: Intergenerational Effects, Intervention, and Implications for Peace; Laura Miller-Graff; Cecilia Martinez-Torteya, Kathryn H. Howell, Maria M. Galano, Andrew Grogan-Kaylor, Hannah Clark, Sara F. Stein, Sandra Graham-Bermann; Room 112

Symposium: Racial Peace and Reconciliation: Methodological Insights to Experiential Promise; John M. McConnell; Eric M. Brown, Carson A. M. Tabiolo, Taylor R. Nicoletti, Camisha D. M. Kibble, Donna R. Azcuna, Justin T. Smith, Ashton Winslow; Room 114

10:30 – 11:30 Master Lecture: Mutual Radicalization: How Groups and Nations Drive Each Other to Extremes; Fathali Moghaddam; Room 200

Lecture: Play, Team, and Competition as Context for Peace-Building: The Ultimate Peace Approach; David Barkan; Dana N. Dunwoody, Hala Shabayta, Miranda Baltaxe; Room 102

Lecture: A Psychology of Peace: The Developmental Process of Self-Transcendence; Steven P. James; Room 104

11:30 – Noon Lunch, Morris Inn Ballroom

Noon – 1:45 Panel: Past, Present, and Future of Peace Psychology; Linden Nelson; Daniel J. Christie, Diane Bretherton, Richard V. Wagner, Michael G. Wessells, Fathali Moghaddam; Morris Inn Ballroom

1:45 – 2 Break

2 – 3:15 Workshop: Evidence-Based Interventions in “Post-Conflict” Colombia: Trials and Tribulations; Fabio Idrobo; Room 102

Workshop: Writing and Publishing in Peace Psychology; Fathali Moghaddam; Room 104

Workshop: Forgiveness: The Secret of Peace — A documentary film and Q & A with the author; Fr. Ubald Rugirangoga; Room 100

3:15 – 3:30 Break

3:30 – 5 Work Groups: Rooms 100, 106, 108, 210, 212, 214
5 – 7

**Reception & Posters:** Morris Inn Ballroom

*Conflict Analysis and Participatory Research,* Anouk Ride

*What is the Worst Thing That Has Ever Happened to You? A Quantitative Analysis of a Qualitative Trauma Question,* Caroline R. Scheid; Laura E. Miller-Graff

*The Timing of Intergroup Contact: Age-Based Differences in the Contact-Prejudice Link,* Christine E. Merrilees; Laura K. Taylor, Marcie C. Goeke-Morey, Peter Shirlow, E. Mark Cummings

*Mindfulness and Implicit Intergroup Bias,* Joel Devonshire; Felicia Pratto

*It’s Easier to Blame: Experiential Avoidance in Victim-Blaming/ Derogation and the Belief in a Just World,* Jude Ash; K. Lira Yoon

*Childhood Poly-Victimization and Young Adult Physical Health Problems: The Role of Exercise,* Julia L Paulson; Laura Miller-Graff, Katherine H. Howell

*Roads of Resilience: Trajectories of Resilience Domains in Currently Pregnant Women,* Katherine Grein; Laura Miller-Graff

*Outgroup Helping and Collective Action in a Setting of Political Conflict,* Laura K. Taylor

*Should Individual Peaceableness Be Part of Strategic Peacebuilding?: Exploring a New Measure,* Mary S. Tarsha; Darcia Narvaez

*Does Mediation Work? Why We Don’t Know,* Peerasin Chatcawarat; Caden S. Schroeder, Robert McKelvain

*The Security Sense and Its Relationship to the Major Personality Factors Among Palestinian Security Personnel,* Rasmya Hannoun

*Study Aimed at Determining the Role of the School in Programming a Culture of Peaceful Coexistence in Line with UNESCO’s Initiatives of Education for Peaceful Coexistence,* Rasmya Hannoun

*Restored Relationships Between Rwandans Post Genocide: An Evaluation of Cows for Peace,* Ryan Martin; Toni-Ann Hines, Christophe Mbonyingabo, Grace Karekezi, Jordan Synder, Ezer Kang
Saturday

7:30 – 11:30 Breakfast available; McKenna Atrium

8:30 – 9:45 Featured Speaker: The Power of the Active Bystander: Preventing Genocide and Other Violence and Promoting Reconciliation; Ervin Staub; Auditorium

9:45 – 10 Break

10 – 10:30 Papers, Room 100
Harmony or Justice? The Implications of Social Identity Theory for Intergroup Peacebuilding; Celia Cook-Huffman

“Not Competition Over Scarce Resources, but Negligence of Culture as a Resource”: The Power Differential in Intergroup Relations Between Aid Recipients and Aid Providers Post-Disaster; Dicky Pelupessy

First-Person Account, Room 202
Strengthening U.S.-Pakistan Relationships: A People-to-People Project; Lawrence Gerstein; Noman Oman Sattar

Papers, Room 104
Parenting Strengths Among Women Exposed to Intimate Partner Violence: A Thematic Analysis; Kathryn E. Scrafford; Laura E. Miller-Graff

Exploring Acculturation Experiences and Psychosocial Well-Being of First and Second Generation Afghan Muslim Women; Nahid Aziz

10 – 11 Works-in-Progress, Room 200:
Racial Injustice, Posttraumatic Healing and Organizational Resilience in St. Louis Schools; Ajah J. Thomas; Sarah E. Aton-Wade, Nicole L. Richards, Keely C. Korstanje, Deborah A. Stiles, Jameca W. Falconer, Marie-France Castor, Centron Felder
Saturday, continued

“Must Be the Music”: An Ethnographic Study of the Universal Musical Language at Ultimate Peace; Dana N. Dunwoody

The Impact of the Presidential Election of Donald J. Trump on Children in Schools: An Analysis of the Data from Missouri; Deborah A. Stiles; Jameca W. Falconer, Marie-France Castor, Laketa Winn, Sonja D. Brewer

10 – 11:30 Symposium: Peace Research by Peaceful Means; Diane Bretherton; Michelle LeBaron, Anouk Ride; Room 102

Symposium: The Utility of Peace Education and Trauma Intervention in Post-Conflict Settings; William J. Froming; Karen Froming, Lisa Brown, David Anderson Hooker, Freddy Mutanguhan, Florence Ntakarutimana, Sita Patel; Room 112

Symposium: Healing and Justice Over the Life Course: Addressing the Aftermath of Conflict in Colombia; Gabriel Velez; Fabio Idrobo, Erin McFee, Angelica Restrepo, Holly Recchia, Sebastian Ramirez, Room 114

10:30 – 11:30 Master Lecture: Building Peace Following Armed Conflict: Community-Based Approaches to Child Protection in Humanitarian and Development Settings; Michael Wessels; Room 202

11:30 – Noon Lunch, Morris Inn Ballroom

Noon – 1:15 Featured Speaker: Accomplishing Collaboration: Multidisciplinary Research in Peace Studies; Asher Kaufman; Morris Inn Ballroom

1:15 – 2 Break

2 – 3:15 Workshop: Elicitive Strategies for Community-Based Conflict Transformation Training in Central America; Ryan Blucker; Room 100

Workshop: Opportunities for Us to Grow the Field of Peace Psychology: An Online Open Access Course and the Peace Psychology Book Series; Daniel Christie; Room 102

Workshop: Forgiveness: The Secret of Peace—A documentary film and Q & A with the author; Fr. Ubald Rugirangoga; Room 104 (Repeat program)
Saturday, continued

3:30 – 5  Work groups: Rooms 100, 106, 108, 210, 212, 214

5:15 – 6:30  Presidential Roundtable: Militarism, Colonialism, and Social Science—Personal Perspectives; Alice LoCicero and Serdar M. Degirmencioğlu; Room 102

Roundtable: Peacemaking in Latin America; Robert Mc Kelvain and Gabriel Velez; Room 202

SUNDAY

7:30 – 8:30  Breakfast available, McKenna Atrium

8:30 – 9:45  Featured Speaker: On Whose Authority? Decolonizing Peacework; Kathryn Norsworthy; Auditorium

9:45 – 10  Break

10 – 11  Master Lecture: Lessons Learned as a Mediator and Legislator and East is East: A Peace Psychology Response to Emerging Chinese Power; Richard Wagner and Diane Bretherton; Room 202

Outside-of-the-Box: Mindfulness and the Dismantling of Internal and Systemic White Supremacy; LB Moore; Room 102

Lecture: Undergraduate PACS ‘Know-How’s’ Across Two Continents; Lawrence Gerstein; Jui Shankar; Room 112

Lecture: Resilience in Settings of Chronic Conflict and Violence; Laura Miller-Graff; Room 114

Papers, Room 100:
Death by Colonialism and the Unsettling Realities of the Reconciliation Era: Critical Approaches to Indigenous Youth Suicide Prevention; Jeffrey Paul Ansloos

War, Trauma, and El Salvador: Legacies of Intervention; Matt Bereza; Lee Fearnside

Acknowledgment of Collective Victimization: A Fundamental Step Towards Peace; Michelle S. Twali; Johanna R Vollhardt

Works-in-Progress, Room 114:
Human Trafficking: What do Missouri Educators and School Mental Health Professionals Know; Centron Felder; Alexis Goldfeld, Traci Monsour, Michelle Kimbrough
Sunday, continued

(Works-in-Progress, Room 114)

*Effects of a Norm for Forgiveness on Cooperation and Intergroup Bias*; Mika Armenta; Jean Decety

*A Child Rights Perspective on Child Trafficking in Schools in Two Locations: Missouri and Finland*; Deborah A. Stiles; Esa A. Alaraurdanjoki, Centron Felder

**Outside-of-the-Box:** *Peace Psychology and Geneva Peace Week: Connecting Colleagues for Global Relevance*; Kelly O’Donnell, Room 104

11 – 11:30  **Closing Ceremonies; Buffet Lunch**, Morris Inn Ballroom

11:30 – 12:45  **Featured Speaker**, Morris Inn Ballroom:

*Using Research to Prevent School-Based Bullying: Creating Peaceful Schools and Communities*; Dorothy Espelage
ANNOUNCING...

2018 Small Grants Program

The Society for the Study of Peace, Conflict, and Violence (APA Division 48) invites applications for small grants for research in peace psychology, development of peace psychology education programs, or community projects involving the application of peace psychology.

The purpose of this grants program is to foster the development of the field of peace psychology through research, education, and the application of peace psychology in community projects.

Grant applications may request between $300 and $1,500. Approximately half of the grants will be awarded to graduate students or persons within five years after obtaining a terminal degree.

Submission Deadline
Applications will be accepted through May 15, 2018 and the Division 48 Small Grants Committee will announce decisions by June 15. Information about the Small Grants Program can be found at: PeacePsychology.org/smallgrants2018